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Graduation E·xercises 
December 20, 2001 
Clemson, South Carolina 
Congratulatory Applause 
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual 
graduates. Such expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the 
next graduate in line. Your cooperation is respectfully requested. 
Graduation 
Thursday, December 20, 2001 
11 :00 a.m. Littlejohn Coliseum 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
(Audience will please stand as faculty and candidates march in and 
remain standing for the invocation.) 
Invocation 
Laurie Elizabeth Weaver 
Introduction of Trustees 
President James F. Barker 
Reflections 
Patricia A. Connor .. Greene 
Recognition of the Deans of the Colleges 
Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Doris R. Helms 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President James F. Barker 
Recognition and Presentation of Awards 
Class of '39 Award For Excellence 
Faculty Scholarship Award 
Aurora Brass Quintet 
Frank Breazeale, Organist 
Kevin Davidson, Soloist 
Dr. Thomas I. Parks, University Marshal 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr., Chairman __________ Columbia 
Louis B. Lynn, Vice Chairman Columbia 
Bill L. Amick Batesburg--Leesville 
J. J. Britton Sumter 
Leon J. Hendrix, Jr. Kiawah Island 
Harold D. Kingsmore Aiken 
Patricia H. McAbee Greenwood 
Leslie G. McCraw Greenville 
E. Smyth McKissick III Greenville 
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr. Columbia 
William C. Smith, Jr. Columbia 
Joseph D. Swann Greenville 
Allen P. Wood Florence 
Trustees Emeriti 
Louis P. Batson, Jr. ________________ Greenville 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. Charleston 
W. G. DesChamps, Jr. Bishopville 
Paul W. McAlister Laurens , 
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr. Charleston 
D. Leslie Tindal Pinewood 
James M. Waddell, Jr. Columbia 
Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
and Executive Assistant to the President 
J. Thornton Kirby 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
James F. Barker ________________ ~President 
Doris R. Helms Interim Vice President for 
Academic Affairs and Provost 
Benjamin W. Anderson ___________ General Counsel 
R. Neill Cameron, Jr. Vice President for Advancement 
Almeda R. Jacks Vice President for Student Affairs 
John W. Kelly Vice President for 
Public Service and Agriculture 
Scott A. Ludlow Chief Business Officer ------------
Lawrence Nichols II Chief Human Resources Officer 
Christian E. G. Przirembel Vice President for Research 
Robert W. Robinson Director of Athletics 
PA TRICIA A. CONNOR-GREENE 
Patricia A. Connor--Greene, Alumni Distinguished Professor of Psychology at Clemson, 
was named the 1999-2000 S.C. Professor of the Year. The annual award from the Carnegie 
Foundation and the Council for Advancement and Support of Education recognizes 
extraordinary dedication to teaching, commitment to students and innovative teaching 
methods by faculty. , 
Connor--Greene, with Clemson since 1983, has received numerous honors and awards 
for her teaching, including the 1994 Outstanding Teacher of Psychology Award from the 
S.C. Psychological Association and the Governor's Professor of the Year in 1998. 
The Academic Procession 
The Academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, trustees, and honored 
guests of the University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its marshal, 
a senior faculty member, with the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
The college banners are placed on the stage. Each banner is a combination of colors that 
declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were established by the 
American Council on Education, are as follows: 
College 
Agriculture, Forestry and Life 
Sciences 
Architecture, Arts and 
Humanities 
Business and Behavioral Science 
Engineering and Science 
Health, Education and Human 
Development 
Library 
Staff 
Faculty Senate 
Colors 
Maize 
Brown 
Golden Yellow 
Lilac 
Brown 
White 
Dark Blue 
Drab 
Copper 
Peacock Blue 
Cream 
Orange 
Golden Yellow 
Light Blue 
Apricot 
Cream 
Lemon Yellow 
Purple and Orange 
Purple and White 
Discipline 
Agriculture 
Forestry 
Life Sciences 
Architecture 
Arts 
Humanities 
Philosophy 
Accounting and Business 
Economics 
Public Administration 
Social Sciences 
Engineering 
Science 
Education 
Nursing 
Social Sciences 
Library 
Academic Support 
Instruction 
Collegiate faculty follow their marshal in order of academic rank wearing academic 
costumes of medieval origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside 
the United States wear costumes specified by the awarding institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions are 
specified by a uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are 
black and are usually mortar boards with tassels. Doctors of Philosophy wear gold tassels 
usually of metallic thread; other degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelor's gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also 
black, are longer than bachelors. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while 
those since 1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. Doctors' gowns are full, with bell~like 
sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three velvet 
bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet 
with velvet in the discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the 
university's colors. 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the type of discipline studied and the awarding 
institution. First, degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, 
masters' larger, and doctors' quite large and of a different shape. Clemson does not award 
hoods to bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also conveys the degree. Secondly, the 
degree is indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the throat over the gown. 
The most frequently seen is dark blue, which designates the doctor of philosophy (Ph.D.) 
degree. Finally, the color of the hood's lining specifies the awarding institution. The colors 
are displayed in combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson 
University hood is lined with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V"). Although 
many combinations are duplicated by dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only 
institution with that registered combination. 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical, or military 
regalia as set forth by their professions. They are preceded by the University Marshal. Clad 
in a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the University 
mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are 
dismissed, along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DOCTOR'S DEGREE 
BONNIE HOLADAY, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Animal Physiology 
BeckyJ.Boone _____________________________________ Clemson,SC 
B.S., University of South Carolina 
Dissertation: The Effects of Fumonisin B1 on Avian Immune Functions 
Advisor: Dr. A. B. Bodine 
Kathleen M. Dooley __________________________________ Holly, MI 
B.B.A., M.S., Western Michigan University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Phosphorus Utilization in Dairy Cattle 
Advisors: Dr. R. J. Thurston 
Dr. J. A. Bertrand 
Den~eRen~Ho~~~er ____________________________________ Centr~,SC 
B.S., M.S., University of Maryland 
Dissertation: Turkey Seminal Plasma Protease: Identification of its Gene and Site of Expression 
Advisor: Dr. R. J. Thurston 
Applied Economics 
Louis Raymond Lanier ______________________________________ Lugoff, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Political Economy of Rent Sharing 
Advisor: Dr. W.R. Dougan 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Mae Lee Adams Hafer _____________________________________ Brevard, NC 
B.S., Frostburg State University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Landscape,Scale Collaborative Management Efforts and Their Implications for Forestry 
Advisor: Dr.]. R. Sweeney 
Crop and Soil Environmental Science 
Freddie Clinton Waltz, Jr. __________________________________ Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Influence of Peat and Inorganic Amendments on Physical Properties of Sand,based Root Zones 
Advisor: Dr. V. L. Quisenberry 
Entomology 
David Watts Boyd, Jr. __________________________________ Valdosta, GA 
B.S., Bob Jones University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Deraeocoris Nebulosus (Uhler) (Hemiptera: Miridae): A Potential Biological Control Agent 
Advisor: Dr. D. R. Alverson 
Arlesa Fouts Leopold ____________________________________ Greensboro, NC 
B.S., Wake F0rest University; M.S., University of Tulsa 
Dissertation: Recolonization Mechanisms of Macroinvertebrates of Barton Creek, Travis Co., Texas 
Advisor: Dr. P.H. Adler 
Food Technology 
Heather Pollock Batt ____________________________________ Central, SC 
B.A., Princeton University 
Dissertation: Characterization of Isoflavones in Membrane Processed Soy Protein Concentrate 
Advisor: Dr. R. L. Thomas 
Fatma Yesim Ekinci Burdur, Turkey 
B.S., Ankara University Faculty of Agriculture, Department of Food Science and Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Mode of Action and Injury, Enhanced Spectrum of Jenseniin, A Propionibacterium Bacteriocin Produced in Fed, Batch 
Cultures 
Advisor: Dr. S. F. Barefoot 
Forest Resources 
Patrick David Dionne Keyser Lewisburg, WV 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University; M.S., Louisiana State University & Agricultural & Mechanical College 
Dissertation: Assessment of Density, Dependent Responses in White Tailed Deer Population Management 
Advisor: Dr. D. C. Guynn 
• 
Genetics 
B.A., M.S., Kwangwoon University 
Dissertation: Analysis of Sodium Channel Mutations and Multiple Spontaneous Mutations of the Eye in Heliothis Virescens 
/ 
Advisor: Dr. T. M. Brown 
Xianan Liu----------------------------------------- Hefel, China 
B.S., M.S., Fudan University 
Dissertation: Cloning and Characterization of Genes from Sunflower that are Regulated by Drought or Salinity Stress 
Advisor: Dr. W. V. Baird 
Shujing Rao Beijing, China 
B.S., M.S., Zhongshan University 
Dissertation: Characterization of a Cypovirus from Cabbage Looper, Trichoplusia ni and Development of Systems for Cypovirus 
Demarcation 
Advisor: Dr. G. R. Carner 
Microbiology 
Karla J. Saner ______________________________________ Royersford, PA 
B.S., Pennsylvania State University 
Dissertation: Identification of Two Novel Putative Membrane Bound Progesterone Receptors 
Advisor: Dr. T. M. Price 
Plant Pathology 
Pamela LaShea Hughes ___________________________________ St Louis, MO 
B.S., Truman State University; M.S., Auburn University 
Dissertation: The Characterization and Identification of Viruses and Viral Diseases of Woody Ornamental Species 
Advisor: Dr. S. W. Scott 
Kevin Lee Minn Ong Upper Darby, PA 
B.S., Pennsylvania State University; M.A., Temple University 
Dissertation: Bacterial Wilt in Tobacco Production: Diversity of Microbial Communities and (Ralstonia solanacearum) Through 
Fatty Acid Methyl Estes (FAME) Analysis 
Advisor: Dr. B. A. Fortnum 
Plant Physiology 
Teresa A. Cerny ______________________________________ Cobden, IL 
B.S., Southern Illinois University; M.S., University of Tennessee~Knoxville 
Dissertation: Influence of Light Quality on the Physiological Behavior of Plants 
Advisor: Dr. N. C. Rajapakse 
Zoology 
Margarit Johanna Skinner Gray--------------------------------- Anderson, SC 
B.S., Jacksonville State University; M.H.S., Medical University of South Carolina; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Importance of Corbicula Fluminea in the Trophic Dynamics of the Upper Savannah Basin 
Advisor: Dr. J. E. Schlinder 
Dana Nayduch __________________________________ Budd Lake, NJ 
B.S., Rutgers State University of New Jersey 
Dissertation: Vector Potential of Houseflies (Musca domestica L.) for Aeromonas caviae 
Advisor: Dr. G. P. Noblet 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Industrial Management 
Bryant Charles Mitchell---------------------------------~ Wetiptuin, MD 
B.S., University of Maryland Eastern Shore; M.B.A., Columbia University 
Dissertation: NBA Team Performance: Evaluating Operating Strategy in a Service Firm 
Advisor: Dr. L. D. Fredendall 
NithinantThammakoranonta _________________________________ Tasai,Thailand 
B.S., Chulalongkorn University; M.S., Virginia Commonweath University 
Dissertation: A Protocol for the Tentative Order Commitment Decision in a Supply Network 
Advisor: Dr. J. S. Davis 
IndustriaVOrganizational Psychology 
Mark Garrett Brendle Virginia Beach, VA 
B.S., Western Carolina University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Personality and Company Culture: Important Contributions to Innovation and a Course of Competitive Advantage for 
Small Businesses 
Advisor: Dr. F. S. Switzer 
• 
• 
IndustriaVOrganizational Psychology (continued) 
Chad Henri Van Iddekinge Holland, MI 
B.A., Calvin College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Assessing Personality with a Structured Interview: The Effect of Faking and Question Type on Interviewer Ratings 
Advisor: Dr. P. H. Raymark 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Bioengineering 
SunitaVenkatPulkbHo ________________________________ WalnutCreek,CA 
B.E., Andhra University; M.S., North Carolina State University 
Dissertation: Nanotribology of Cocr,UHMWPE TJR Prosthesis Using Atomic Force Microscopy 
Advisor: Dr. M. Laberge 
Julie Trudel. _____________________________________ Sherbrooke, Quebec 
B.S., University De Sherbrooke; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Drug Delivery Systems for Small Diameter ePTFE Vascular Grafts 
Advisor: Dr. M. Laberge 
Jennifer Elizabeth Woodell _______ .:__ __________________________ Seneca, SC 
B.S., Furman University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Endothelial Cell Dysfunction Due to Mechanical Stimulation 
Advisor: Dr. M. Lamberge 
Chemistry 
Steven Barry Heaton ______________________________________ Conway, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Arene Chromium Carbonyl Based Assymetric Catalysis 
Advisor: Dr. G. Jones 
Mutlu Ulutagay Kartin Izmir, Turkey 
B.Sc., Ege University Faculty of Engineering; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: High Temperature, Solid,State Synthesis of Targeted Transition,Metal Phosphates, Arsenates, and Silicates in Molten 
Salt Media 
Advisor: Dr. S. J. Hwu 
Kai Lu ___________________________________________ Paramus, NJ 
B.S., Nanjing University 
Dissertation: Conjugate Addition and Vinyulation Reactions and Their Synthetic Application 
Advisor: Dr. R. K. Dieter 
Greg John Shafer ______________________________________ Aurora, IL 
B.S., Bradley University 
Dissertation: Chemistry of Perfluoroalkylsulfonyl Methanes, Development of Their Copolymers with TFE 
Advisor: Dr. D. D. Desmarteau 
Brian Herbert Thomas ____________________________________ Avon Park, FL 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Fluoropolymers: Applications in High Technology Fields 
Advisor: Dr. D. D. Desmarteau 
Electrical Engineering 
Aman Behal ________________________________________ Punjab, India 
B. Tech., Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay 
Dissertation: Lyapunov Based Nonlinear Control of Electrical and Mechanical Systems 
Advisor: Dr. D. M. Dawson 
Thomas Gerard Macdonald _________________________________ Albany, NY 
B.S., Clarkson University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Coding and Interleaving Techniques for Slow Frequency,Hop Communications 
Advisor: Dr. M. B. Pursley 
FrankAnthonyP~anoIII _________________________________ Alliany,NY _ 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Investigation of Cylindrical Antennas Containing Aperture Coupled Shielded Helical Coils 
Advisor: Dr. C. M. Butler 
Zekeriya T ufekci ______________________________________ Adana, Turkey 
B.S., Hacettepe University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Local Feature Extraction for Robust Speech Recognition in the Presence of Noise 
Advisor: Dr. J. N. Gowdy 
• 
Electrical Engineering (continued) 
N. Serdar Tunaboylu _____________________________________ Izmir, Turkey 
B.S., M.S., Middle East Technical University 
Dissertation: Electromechanical Performance of Induction Motor/Drive Systems Subjected to Voltage Sags 
Advisor: Dr. E. R. Collins, Jr. 
Engineering Mechanics 
DeXie _________________________________________ 'W'uhan,China 
B.S., M.S., Huazhong University of Science and Technology 
Dissertation: Damage and Delamination Progression Analysis in Tailored Laminated Shells and Sandwich Panels 
Advisor: Dr. S. B. Biggers 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Keith Lynn Compton Oak Park, IL 
B.S., Rhodes College 
Dissertation: The Yenisei and the Mininig and Chemical Combine: Past Releases, Current Conditions and Future Threats 
Advisor: Dr. R. A. Fjeld 
Mehmet Kitis Izmir, Turkey 
B.S., Donkuz Eylul University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Probing Chlorine Reactivity of Dissolved Organic Matter for Disinfection By,Product (DBP) Formation: Relations with 
Specific Ultraviolet Absorbence and Development of the DBP Reactivity Profile 
Advisor: Dr. T. Karanfil 
Industrial Engineering 
Ninlawan Choomrit ---------------------------------- Bangkok, Thailand 
B.E., Chulalongkom University; M.E., King Mongkut's Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Application Criteria for Bootstrap,based Control Chart 
Advisor: Dr. D. L. Kimbler 
Xiaochun Jiang ______________________________________ Nanjing, China 
B.S., East China Institute of Technology; M.S., Nanjing University of Science and Technology 
.Dissertation: Evaluation of Hybrid Inspection Systems: Performance Assessment and Trust Measurement 
Advisor: Dr. A. K. Gramopadhye 
Jirapan Liangrokapart ------------~~~------------------ Bangkok, Thailand 
B.S., Chulalongkom University; M.B.A., Thammasat University 
Dissertation:· Measuring and Enhancing the Performance of Supply Chains using Customer Satisfaction Data 
Advisor: Dr. M. S. Leonard 
Banhan Lila _____________________________________ Pendleton, SC 
B.E., King Mongkut's Institute of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Strategies for Integrating Production Lot Scheduling and Storage Policies 
Advisor: Dr. 'W'. J. Kennedy 
Piangjai Panichkun Chumphon, Thailand 
B.S., Prince of Songkla University; M.En., Chulalongkom University 
Dissertation: Optimizing Tolerance Allocation Including Process Capability Estimates for Normally Distributed Dimensions 
Advisor: Dr. D. L. Kimbler 
Physics 
'W'ill~m~bert'W'i~on,Jr. ____________________________________ Dove~DE 
B.S., Delaware State College 
Dissertation: Rocket and Radar Observations of Quasi,Periodic Structures Associated with Mid, Latitude Sporadic E. 
Advisor: Dr. M. F. Larsen 
T t:xtiles, Fiber and Polymer Science 
Yasemin Aydogmus ____________________________________ Eskisehir, Turkey 
B.S., Ege University Faculty of Engineering; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Drafting Dynamic of Fine Denier Polyester Fibers 
Advisor: Dr. H. M. Behery 
'W'eiChen _________________________________________ Jiangxi,China 
B.E., Tianjin Textile Institute; M.S., China Textile University,Shanghai 
Dissertation: Molecular Modeling of Amorphous Cellulose 
Advisor: Dr. G. C. Lickfield 
.. 
.. 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Vocational and Technical Education 
Jennifer Warr Doyle Greenville, SC 
B.A., M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Effects of Career Decision,Making Workshops on the Career Uncertainty Scores of Adult Workers in Career 
Transition 
Advisor: Dr. W. D. Paige 
Noppon Mingmuang Nakhonsawan, Thailand 
B.E., Pranakom Teachers College; M.S., University of Southern Mississippi 
Dissertation: Attitudes and Reaction of Graduate Students Toward Two,Way Audio/Video and WebCT in Teaching of 
' Multicultural Counseling Course 
Advisor: Dr. W. L. Havice 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Educational Leadership 
Joshua James Bacon Harrisonburg, VA 
B.A., M.A., Salisbury State University 
Dissertation: The Pressure to Change: A Historical Perspective of Judicial Affairs at James Madison University Related to 
Institutionalization Theory 
Advisor: Dr. R. A. Marion 
Sabra Massey Price Abbeville, SC 
B.S., Berry College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: An Historical Study of the Development, Passage, Proposed Implementation and Future Effects of South Carolina 
Education · 
Advisor: Dr. J. L. Flanigan 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Ferenc K. Szucs _____________________________________ Walhalla, SC 
Dipl., Innsbruck Technical College,Austria; M.Sc., University of Bologna, Italy 
Dissertation: Motivation of Elderhostel Participants to Enroll in Domestic and International Programs 
Advisor: Dr. F. A. McGuire 
• 
CANDIDATES FOR THE EDUCATION SPECIALIST AND 
MASTER'S DEGREE 
BONNIE HOLADAY, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
Benoit Cnockaert _____ ~- Cagnes Sur ~er, France Christopher Nathan Singleton ______ Lake City, FL 
Craig Mark Greco Leominster, MA Travis Douglas Spainhour West Columbia, SC 
William David Mixon II Grays, SC Blair Neal Williams Hollywood, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
David Lee Entrekin Central, SC Richard Odell Pitts Britton's Neck, SC ----------- ---------
Animal and Food Industries 
Elizabeth Lauren Atkins ________ Rock Hill, SC Tanya Patrice Taylor ________ Kingston, Jamaica 
John Killebrew Duke Liberty, SC 
Animal Physiology 
Shannon Patrick Kennedy _______ Charleston, SC Michele Lynn Scotti ______ Whitehouse Station, NJ 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Harry Walton Harter Ill ________ Lexington, SC Jason Wayne Peeples __________ Varnville, SC 
William David Mixon II Grays, SC · 
Entomology 
Laurie Suzanne Reid _________ Severna Park, MD 
Environmental Toxicology 
Jacquelyn Melissa Brynda ________ Athens, NY Adam Lane Schwartzman ________ Augusta; GA 
Danilo Linhares Fernandes Belem, Brazil Tiffany Erin Tribull Ridge Spring, SC 
Amy Sue Roe Sault Sainte Marie, Ml 
Forest Resources 
Robert Joseph Dee----------- Franklin, MA 
Microbiology 
David George Hooper II ________ Lewisberry, PA Kevin Lee McCormick __________ Latta, SC 
Nutrition 
Erin Elizabeth Mosley __________ Athens, TN 
Packaging Science 
Jennifer Lynn Grower __________ Fulton, NY 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Rebecca Elizabeth Anthony _______ Pendleton, SC Jason K. Higingbottom _________ Central, SC 
Jerry Braxton Dudley Aynor, SC Clarence Caldwell Hope III - Hendersonville, NC 
Plant Pathology 
Jeremy Lloyd McCracken _______ Galivants Ferry, SC 
Zoology 
William Emile Jabour _________ Vicksburg, MS Michele Marie Kittell ---------- Portage, PA 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Scott Wilson Anderson ________ Charleston, SC William Terry Kirby, Jr. ________ Spartanburg, SC 
Rui Bai Beijing, China Michael Jay Mclennan Omaha, NE 
Ernest Manull Odell Bostic II Columbia, SC Paul Lawrence Rosen Miami, FL 
Amy Palmer Clement Vidalia, GA Kevin Michael Wienke Easley, SC 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT 
Terry Shupp Armstrong ________ Seabrook, MD Jeremy Wayne Watson--------- Clemson, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Erin Hollifield Balmer __________ Bostic, NC Andrew Lake Jameson _________ Clemson, SC 
Shannon Neal Gilstrap Smyrna, GA 
History 
Alexander P. Eaton _________ Goose Creek, SC Elizabeth Therese Snoddy ________ Omaha, NE 
.. 
• 
Professional Communication 
Jenny Bourne ___________ Little Rock, AR Marvin Lee Smith -----~-- Hendersonville, NC 
Paula Marie Creech Greensboro, NC Parker Lewis Smith Simpsonville, SC 
Stephen David Flagg Seneca, SC William King Wentworth Paxton, MA 
Angela Snyder Nixon Greenwood, SC 
Michael William Axon 
Eric Dean Blum 
Michael James Broaddus 
Eric McGarvey Clark 
Christopher Scott Cox 
Thomas Earl Crow, Jr. 
Alex Robert Feil 
Melissa Ann Ferguson 
Patrick J. Flood 
Sarah Terris Gehrmann 
Robert William Graham 
Mustafa Gurcan 
Ryan Thomas Hammond 
Christopher Dean Hawks 
Stuart James Hayes 
Amy Catherine Bonnette 
Roland Brent Drake 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Simpsonville, SC Mary Beach Hoover 
Moore, SC David H. Koch 
Warren, MI Charles Clifford Leach, Jr. 
Newburyport, MA Matthew Allen McCall 
Greenville, SC Eric Steven Norris 
Gaffney, SC William Scott Notar 
Greenville, SC David Wayne Reid, Jr. 
Charlotte, NC Robert Wylie Scruggs, Jr. 
LaGrange Park, IL Patricia Grady Strickland 
Somers, NY Michael Don Taylor 
Honea Path, SC Stephen Todd Van Der Meid 
Adana, Turkey Andrew Cantl}on Vogt 
Greenville, SC Wesley Scott Wallace 
Anderson, SC Brent William Watkins 
Liberty, SC 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
Loris, SC Carrie Leigh Flowers 
Anderson, SC Levonia Boone Harden 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
(Master of Public Administration is jointly administered by 
Clemson University and the University of South Carolina.) 
Clearwater, FL 
Lima, OH 
Aynor, SC 
Florence, SC 
Greenville, SC 
Pittsfield, MA 
Simpsonville, SC 
Chesnee, SC 
Greenville, SC 
Raleigh, NC 
Charlotte, NC 
Taylors, SC 
Knoxville, TN 
Greenville, SC 
Hartsville, SC 
Hendersonviije, NC 
Jennifer Hatchell Barrington ______ Charleston, SC Erin Cochran Wood -----------Rome, GA 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Kenneth Jason Cash ________ Kings Mountain, NC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Psychology 
Kimberly Suzette Cogdill ________ Portland, OR 
Applied Sociology 
Allison Carole Britt __________ Loganville, GA 
Graphic Communications 
Aaron Edward Voorhies ________ San Pablo, CA 
Industrial Management 
Ana Lourdes Rosado Feger _____ San Juan, Puerto Rico Suiliang Yu _____ .,....-_____ Guangzhou, China 
Li Ling Shanghai, China 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Electrical Engineering 
Michael Anthony Hickey _______ Londonderry, NH 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Angela Lyn Allen Clemson, SC 
Mechanical Engineering 
David Edwards Lancaster _________ Pauline, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Bioengineering 
Aditya Chaubey ___________ Clemson, SC Mary Katherine Ross---------- Central, SC 
John Joseph Marigliano Goose Creek, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
Amit Y. Sankhe ___________ Mumbai, India 
Civil Engineering 
Carl Spencer Frizzell ___________ .Sylva, NC Rob Andrew Matthews III ____ Hilton Head Island, SC 
Jose Joaquin Gonzalez, Perez Arecibo? Puerto Rico Hesha LaRane Nesbitt Charleston, SC 
Chad Mitchell Humphrey Avery's Creek, NC Prashant Mahavir Pachore Maharashtra, India 
Ke Jiang Chongging, China Zhaoj ie Pen Shanxi, China 
Ramana Murthy Venkata Komi Visakhapatnam, India Shamir Poudel Kathmandu, Nepal 
Bryan T. Lechner Danbury, CT Amit Vijay Sidhaye Pune, India 
Qiaohong Lu Hubei, China Geoffrey Edward Wopershall Youngstown, OH 
Sham Nandlal Malu Sangli, India Yinghua Zhan Nanchang, China 
Computer Engineering 
Philip Hutchinson Cams. _________ Chester, SC Reetal K. Pai ____________ Bangalore, India 
Carel Anne Lewis Washington, DC 
I 
Computer Science 
Thomas William Crumpton -------- Pickens, SC Sarah Ruth Matzko __________ Annandale, VA 
Martin Gairing Zwiefalten, Germany Brian Peter Sorge Cedar Brook, NJ 
Yang Li Beijing, China Vikram Vamshi Hyderabad, India 
Scott Allan Linde Graham, NC Jon David Whited Central, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
Niaz Ahmed Abdul __________ Chennai, India Khanh Duy Nguyen _________ Saigon, Vietnam 
Pradeep Alluri Amalapuram, India Rajesh Babu Sriranga Peruri Bangalore, India 
Jin Fu Tian Jin, China Amlesh Vijay Sane Nagpur, India 
Ramkrishnan Gopalakrishnan Mumbai, India Xiaoyu Zhang Baotou, China 
Venkitasubban Hariharasubramoni Tamil Nadu, India 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Jared Philip Crown __________ Charlotte, NC Chapman Millard Ross _________ Conyers, GA 
Megan Amy Goddard Santa Cruz, CA Shanna Leigh Thompson Oak Ridge, TN 
Jonathan Patrick Hunt Florence, SC 
Hydrogeology 
Allison Elizabeth Corbin _________ Hanahan, SC Caitlin Jennifer Lorinovich _______ Charlotte, NC 
Industrial Engineering 
Rohit D. Deshpande -------- Maharashtra, India Vishnusarathy Parthasarathy ______ Tamil Nadu, India 
Neville Zubin Ginwalla Bombay, India Karthik Narayanan Ramaswamy Tamil Nadu, India 
Prabhu Krishnadas Chennai, India 
Materials Science and 'Engineering 
Preethi Nagaraja Iyer Mysore, India 
Mathematical Sciences 
Somchai Liangrokapart _______ Bangkok, Thailand Warner Benjamin Staufeneger _______ Alliance, OH 
Mechanical Engineering 
Srinath Chakravartula ______ Andhra Pradesh, India Zeyu Liu-------------- Beijing, China 
Henri Romualdo Kowalczyk Miami, FL Sang, Yeoun Yoo Pusan, South Korea 
Physics 
Ethan Albert,Nathan Deneault ____ New Bedford, MA Sushan Yow __________ Singapore, Singapore 
Yarong Tang Sichuan, China 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Jeffery Raymond Hales Hartwell, GA ) 
Master of Human Resource Development 
Holeigh Elizabeth Baugham ________ Taylors, SC Felicia Gennin Richardson _________ Greer, SC 
Jerry Eugene Beckley North Charleston, SC Jimmy Lamont Rosemond Seneca, SC 
Lisa Johnson Boland Nova Scotia, Canada Maria Sanso Miami, FL 
Frank Joseph Covington Lancaster, SC Tiffany Nicole Shaw Wando, SC 
Liza Corrine Grant Westminster, SC Michael Joseph Simmons Anderson, SC 
Jeffrey Scott Holliday Belton, SC Jonathan Patrick Smoak Orangeburg, SC 
Nancy Rutland Martin Georgetown, SC Brandon Michael Streeter Gettysburg, PA 
John Lawrence McDermott IV Babylon, NY Donald Patrick Sullivan Pageland, SC 
BenDette Renee Mitchell Savannah, GA Rosie Denise Sullivan Spartanburg, SC 
Kenneth Robert Mohr Seneca, SC Stewart Glenn Summers Summerville, SC 
Arisa Pakdeesusuk Pendleton, SC Tamara Lynn Webb Anderson, SC 
Kellynn Jean Strickland Price Westminster, SC 
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT 
Elizabeth April Androskaut Hammond, IN 
• MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
John Mark Bishop __________ Greenville, SC Lana Reese Pack ____________ Pelzer, SC 
Ruth Coryelle Hazzard Greenville, SC Frank Marion Powell IV Greenville, SC 
Bryant Mclendon Pendleton, SC Reggia Riggins Stapleton Easley, SC 
Wendy Lynn Morrow Greenville, SC 
Counseling and Guidance Services 
John Stephen Beard ___________ Biscoe, NC Tanisha Latimer ____________ Belton, SC 
Stephen Walter Arthur Beitz Greenville, SC Lindsay Allyn Lee Spartanburg, SC 
Amy Lynn Black Virginia Beach, VA Michelle Rene Lewis Greenville, SC 
Alice Vaughn Brannock Mt Airy, NC Sharon Anne Loggins Birmingham, AL 
Jennifer Renee Cape Laurens, SC Jody Barker Ludwig Glen Gardner, NJ 
Brandi Diane Collins Pelzer, SC Gwendolyn Faye McAllister Lake City, SC 
Ann Taylor Daniel Morehead City, NC Nicole Jayne Molinari Scituate, MA 
Melanie D. Googe Spring Hill, FL Dorothy Ann Ray Fayetteville, NC 
Richard Allen Gorrell Anderson, SC Gwendolyn Louise Roberts Beaufort, NC 
Alyson Kristine Humphreys Randolph, NJ April D. Sanders,Merchan Inverness, FL 
Don J. Ingle Newport, NC Jennifer Ann Kunkel Schertz St Cloud, MN 
Timothy Alan Inman Charlotte, NC Angela R. Uhl,Kalev Bladenboro, NC 
Jennifer Lynn Jennings Plum Branch, SC Neil M. Weeks Morehead City, NC 
Holly Wilson Johnson Hertford, NC Donald Moss Yelton Greensboro, NC 
Elizabeth Geller Kappel Gloucester, NC Barbara Lee Paubel Youngblood Newport, NC 
Rebecca Jones Kemp Mt Airy, NC 
Elementary Education 
Debra Hooper Allen --------- Anderson, SC Miriam Spearman Nelson--------- Easley, SC 
Connie Alexander Avery Liberty, SC Alice Marie Smith Seneca, SC 
Melissa Holliday Hollingsworth Belton, SC Shelley White Thomas Walterboro, SC 
Sheri Harden Moore Seneca, SC James Caddell Watson, Jr. Townville, SC 
Reading 
Bethany A. Carlson __________ Anderson, SC Diamond Yvette Palmer -------- Florence, SC 
Susan Ruth Clifton Central, SC Bess Britt Wurst Anderson, SC 
Carol Anderson Fincannon Anderson, SC 
Secondary Education 
Grant William Warwick Buckingham, Quebec 
Special Education 
Kevin Ray Byler ___________ Allensville, PA Arvilla Amy Scureman _________ Clemson, SC 
Katina Ann Edwards Pickens, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Mary Melton Ellenburg __________ Liberty, SC Julie Joseph McCoy _________ Greenwood, SC 
Jane Biederman Haertlein Greer, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Stephen Shawn Maynard _________ Drexel, NC Micah Andrew Sepko ___________ Greer, SC 
CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
CAL VIN LEE SCHOUL TIES, Interim Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Biological Sciences 
**Alexander David Landfield ______ Lexington, KY Leah Grayce Winters ________ Phenix City, AL 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Jana Denise Carroll ___________ Greer, SC Russell Matthew Mixon -------- Bamberg, SC 
Jeffrey Mark Hazelton Mt Pleasant, SC *Burrell Segars Rogerson, Jr. Sumter, SC 
Anthony Michael LaJoe Stone Mountain, GA ·, 
Agricultural Education 
*Kimberly Grace Green -------- Manning, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
Michael Adam Brown_. ---------- Newberry, SC John Gordon Mikell __________ Sumter, SC 
David Laurence Connor Barnwell, SC 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
*Rachel Teresa Bedenbaugh _______ Florence, SC *Burrell Segars Rogerson, Jr. ________ Sumter, SC 
Ashley Marie Foster Greenville, SC LaShanda Renee Scott Columbia, SC 
Gregory James Johnsman Powdersville, SC Erinn Dustin Stefanich Anchorage, AK 
Stacey Nichole Kramer Mt Pleasant, SC Megan Elizabeth Wild Sanford, ~C 
Boitumelo Joy Mosinyi .Bokaa, Botswana 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
*Karla Jo Anderson _________ Greenville, SC Micah Lynn Lewis __________ Inman, SC 
James Claude Cumbee, Jr. Aiken, SC Thomas Talton Mims, Jr. Edgefield, SC 
Ryan Scott Garrison Pamplico, SC ~**Teressa_ Nicole Nichols Greenville, SC 
Samuel Gary Jeffords Bamberg, SC **Erp.ily.1M.arie Norris Durham, NC 
Ellen Christine Koenig Greensburg, PA . William C<µToll Rowell, Jr. Blythewood, SC 
Karen Lynn Lafountaine Norfolk, VA Shaun Chrisropher Worley Lugoff, SC 
Biochemistry 
+*Kimberly Ann Fitterer -------- Sterling, VA Judson Lee Parrish---------- Camden, SC 
Matthew Logan Gilstrap Easley, SC 
Biological Sciences 
Caroline Rebecca Addis _______ Greenwood, SC 
***Tanya Michelle Barber Ocala, FL 
Alana Camak Cann Greenwood, SC 
*Benjamin Earl Ellison Greenville, SC 
***Bridgette Lynne Hasinec Fountain Inn, SC 
*Michael Josiah Maughan, Jr. Isle Of Palms, SC 
Nathan Corey McMillan _______ Summerville, SC 
1M~lissa J11stice Mims Townville, SC 
:"Rhonda Nicole Reigers Walhalla;. SC 
*Sarah Aurelia Trotter Greenwood; SC 
J~son Conrad Wilson Walhalla'; SC 
Michael Lee Zimmerman ~ Monroe, ·OH 
" Mandy Marie Mclane . Windeonere, FL ' 
. I' 
Entomology 
John Wesley Martin __________ Barnwell, SC 
Food Science 
*Rachel Marie Shainfeld ________ New City, NY 
Forest Resource Management 
Matthew Wayne Anderson ________ Conway, SC *William Bennett Lominack ------ Newberry, SC 
Adam Troy Barnes Batesburg, SC Alexander Russell Marshall Charleston, SC 
John Russell Barnwell Charleston, SC James Thomas McElveen Marion, SC 
Jason Barn~rt Boulware Alken, SC David L. Milner Anderson, SC 
Joshua Adam Bradshaw Moncks Comer, SC Marcez Nagonald Mitchell Ridgeville, SC 
David Wayne Case, Jr. Charlesrnn, SC Robert Kenneth Renken Ill Charlesrnn, SC 
Michael Britt Clinkse11les Belton, SC John Charles Rlnger Pomaria, SC 
Wnlter P. Doyle, Jr. Myrtle Beach, SC Stephen Dubois Schutt Charlesmn, SC 
W. Michnel Fl1Jyd Rock Hlll, SC Jason Wayne Snipes Fork, SC 
Whitney Ryan Hoover Ridgeville, SC Henry Boykin Team Lugoff, SC 
)fimes Ollreath J11ekson Summervllle, SC Rkh1ud Alnn Vnttmdoe Ehrhardt, SC 
Manin Angelo Kozaklewkz Charleston, SC Willhun ls1rnc Vinson Fort Valley, OA 
Stewart Derrick Lee Aiken, SC 
H;orticulture 
***Cheryl Britton Brown _______ Columbia, SC John Rawlinson McLeod ________ Manning, SC 
Benjamin Joseph Case Seneca, SC *Diana Marie Rutter Wilmington, DE 
Jason Scott Ellis Piedmont, SC *Caroline Elizabeth Ann Schreier Greenville, SC 
Jonathan Adair Holland · .. Clinton, SC Shann Cory Tanner Hemingway, SC 
*Scott Morris Massengill Powdersvilk, SC John Michael Thompson Easley, SC 
Medical Technology 
Julie Margaret Miller _________ Rockville, MD 
Microbiology 
Season Loraine Brotherton ________ Easley, SC Jeb Stuart Hunter ___________ Belton, SC 
***Brandon Paul Gates Gaffney, SC Brittania Latrice Jennings North Augusta, SC 
Alphonso A. Haupt III Summerville, SC Matthew Todd Milam Simpsonville, SC 
Packaging Science 
Paul Benjamin Abernathy ________ Clemson, SC **Jayson Elliott Jenkins _________ Sumter, SC 
Eric W. Bush West Union, SC Wendy Sue McCarter York, SC 
Melissa H. Cantrell Anderson, SC *Lissa Michelle Navarro Miami, FL 
Keith Antonio Dixon McB~e, SC Gary Dwayne Rainey Pelzer, SC 
Jeffrey Toulmin Gaines Clinton, SC William Matthew Thompson · Morristown, TN 
Herman Jerrpaine Green- Charleston, SC Keri Laine Wells Anderson, SC 
Plant Pathology 
Sarah Anne Bottomly-------- Myrtle Beach, SC 
Pre-professional Studies 
Timika Yvette Harris __________ Lugoff, -SC **Lesley Katherine Sumner ________ Buffalo, SC 
Domke Marie Moskalski St Petersburg, FL AnneCaldwell Thornton Greenville, SC 
*Casey· Elizabeth Nelson Greer, SC 
I 
Turfgrass 
William David Fischer ________ .._·· Plantation, FL Keith Douglas Lucas ---------- Aiken, SC 
Mark'Thomas Fleming Greenville, SC Foi:d DeWitt McCabe Charleston, SC 
Jonatha.n Raymond Hawkins Laurens, SC . - . 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
JANICECERVELLI SCHACH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Eric David Carlson. __________ Clemson, SC Jason Stanley Hall, Jr'. _________ Greenville, SC 
William Alexander Cox · Andrew~, SC Russell Hamer McGough North Augusta, SC 
· *Jerry Marshall Gardiner Easley, SC 
I I I'. 
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
Benjamin Paul Comar ________ Charleston, SC Wallace Turner Milling _________ Aiken, SC 
' ISabel Cristina Fernandez Vera · Mayaguez, Puerto Rico *MQtthew Stephen Schell Pound Ridge, NY 
· John Lawerence Garceau Dover Plains, NY *JasoQ. Ryan Smit Pendleton, SC 
; + **Erln Rosaline J?rdan Easley, SC 
BACHELOR OF ARTS . ' 
English 
David William Ables _________ Woolwich, ME Fqmds Asbury Lawton 'IV Greenville, SC 
**Kelli Beth' ~lt Anderson, ·SC Thomas Brand Lee Plant City, FL 
Dana Lynn Bowers Greenville, SC Can9ace Murphy Logan Salem, SC 
**Allison Leigh Cartee Chattanooga, TN Laurep Redden McGuirt Austell, GA 
Catherine Mary Galvin Wading River, NY Cydonie Camille Mothersill _George Town, Cayman Islands 
' . I 
, Nancy Elizabeth Greiner Seneca, SC Robert Boyd Pearson Charleston, SC 
James Lanier Griffin IV ~ Charleston, SC Shant;l.on Monique Rayford Whitmire, SC 
.1 Winifred RaChell Hefney Rock Hill, SC Dana Celeste Robinson Lugoff, SC 
Tabitha Marie Horne Wilmington, DE Rebecca Jean Shannon Summerville, SC 
Briawnna Lrnn Hunsucker - Fon Myers, FL John Jeffery Smith Greenville, SC 
Barbara Rachel Jones Allentown, PA Pa.trick James Walczy Bethesda, MD 
Robert Finley Kaneft Sumter, SC *Br~~dy Leigl'\ Woc~ds Simpsonville, SC 
Jiistory 
Jennifer Christle Ad1um ========Bel Air, MD Jesska Erin Lnmpson ========Knoxvill~, MD 
llt*Hubert Olenn Cagle 111 Powhrmm, VA John Hugh McLaurin IV Dilkm, SC 
Rttche11€! Marle rfolthgus Sidney, OH JBson E8tes Smith Anderson, SC 
*Mary Virglnla Kelley Tnylors, SC +*Whitney Jack on Wishert Springfiekl, SC 
• 
CANDIDATES FOR THE EDUCATION SPECIALIST AND 
MASTER'S DEGREE 
BONNIE HOLADAY, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
Benoit Cnockaert _______ Cagnes Sur ~er, France 
Craig Mark Greco Leominster, MA 
Christopher Nathan Singleton ______ Lake City, FL 
Travis Douglas Spainhour West Columbia, SC 
William David Mixon II Grays, SC Blair Neal Williams Hollywood, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
David Lee Entrekin ___________ Central, SC Richard Odell Pitts ________ Britton's Neck, SC 
Animal and Food Industries 
Elizabeth Lauren Atkins ________ Rock Hill, SC Tanya Patrice Taylor ________ Kingston, Jamaica 
John Killebrew Duke Liberty, SC 
Animal Physiology 
Shannon Patrick Kennedy _______ Charleston, SC Michele Lynn Scotti ______ Whitehouse Station, NJ 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Harry Walton Harter III ________ Lexington, SC Jason Wayne Peeples __________ Varnville, SC 
William David Mixon II Grays, SC . 
Entomology 
Laurie Suzanne Reid _________ Severna Park, MD 
Environmental Toxicology 
Jacquelyn Melissa Brynda ________ Athens, NY Adam Lane Schwartzman ________ Augusta'; GA 
Danilo Linhares Fernandes Belem, Brazil Tiffany Erin Tribull Ridge Spring, SC 
Amy Sue Roe Sault Sainte Marie, MI 
Forest Resources 
Robert Joseph Dee------.,.------- Franklin, MA 
Microbiology 
David George Hooper II ________ Lewisberry, PA Kevin Lee McCormick ---------- Latta, SC 
Nutrition 
Erin Elizabeth Mosley __________ Athens, TN 
Packaging Science 
Jennifer Lynn Grower __________ Fulton, NY 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Rebecca Elizabeth Anthony _______ Pendleton, SC Jason K. Higingbottom _________ Central, SC 
Jerry Braxton Dudley Aynor, SC Clarence Caldwell Hope III - Hendersonville, NC 
Plant Pathology 
Jeremy Lloyd McCracken _______ Galivants Ferry, SC 
Zoology 
William Emile Jabour _________ Vicksburg, MS Michele Marie Kittell __________ Portage, PA 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Scott Wilson Anderson ________ Charleston, SC William Terry Kirby, Jr. ________ Spartanburg, SC 
Rui Bai Beijing, China Michael Jay McLennan Omaha, NE 
Ernest Manull Odell Bostic II Columbia, SC Paul Lawrence Rosen Miami, FL 
Amy Palmer Clement Vidalia, GA Kevin Michael Wienke Easley, SC 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT 
Terry Shupp Armstrong ________ Seabrook, MD Jeremy Wayne Watson _________ Clemson, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Erin Hollifield Balmer __________ Bostic, NC Andrew Lake Jameson _________ Clemson, SC 
Shannon Neal Gilstrap Smyrna, GA 
History 
Alexander P. Eaton _________ Goose Creek, SC Elizabeth Therese Snoddy _________ Omaha, NE 
• 
Psychology 
Juan Isaac Castillo---------Miami Beach, FL Mary Elizabeth Collins McDougall _____ Columbia, SC 
*Cynthia Lynn Clausen Freedom, NH Tasheka Vaneisha McDowell Easley, SC 
*Lesley Ann Friedrichs Roswell, GA **Wesley Ray Painter Liberty, SC 
Laura Catherine Beale Langdale Blythewood, SC Kathleen Lynne Svoboda Heathrow, FL 
Erin Nicole La Vecchia Ponte Vedra Beach, FL *Katherine Ann Vick Greenville, SC 
Sociology 
Krista Ann Albright ---------- Fairfax, VA Bridget Joanna McNeill _________ Fairfax, VA 
Kimberly Anita Carter Orangeburg, SC Timothy Brandon Moorstein Manassas, VA 
Mary Brigid Crossen Madison, CT Catherine Cobb Owen Camden, SC 
Bradley Jared Dillard Simpsonville, SC Thomas Michael Skeen Hudson, OH 
Donna Lynn Ellis Timmonsville, SC Charmaine Miesha Walker Easley, SC 
Julie Elizabeth Farmer Pendleton, SC Courtney Parrish Welch Gaffney, SC 
Robin Nicole Greene Gaffney, SC Tara Lee Whitman Central, SC 
Carolyn Frances Hazel Walterboro, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
French and Political Science 
Leslie Catherine Shedd Simpsonville, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
*Cheryl Leigh Blackston _________ Easley, SC David James Moore _________ Mt Vernon, NY 
Christopher Michael Cobb Columbia, SC Vidisha Prakash Patel Mombasa, Kenya 
James.Daniel Darcy Kennesaw, GA John David Ray Myrtle Beach, SC 
Jefferson Stewart Hammock Spartanburg, SC *Christina Lea Sanders St Helena Island, SC 
Bollis Lamond Johnson, Jr. Bowman, SC Terrance McKenzie Sanders Calhoun Falls, SC 
Anna Price Kilpatrick Beech Island, SC Kenneth Salvatore Sexton, Jr. Columbia, SC 
Archinya Rolanda Laney Heath Springs, SC *Scott Matthew Stewart Greenville, SC 
Brian Michael Medeiros Greenville, SC Renee Melinda Tolbert McCormick, SC 
**Jonathan Paul Miller Wooster, OH James Daniel Woznick Greer, SC 
Ecoriomics 
Adam D. Edgington __________ Clermont, FL Peyton Howell Poole __________ Barnwell, SC 
Stephen Jarrett Hobbs Easley, SC Jamison Page Rasberry Florence, SC 
Amy Kopen Kassis Greenville, SC Laura Ann Scaler Freehold, NJ 
Timothy Michael Matyaszek, Jr:. Cleveland, OH ·Christine Ashley Wiggins Ridgefield, CT 
Adrian Marvyn Myers, Jr. Fort Mill, SC William Ward Wilson Apopka, FL 
*Miteshkumar Dilipkumar Patel Buford, GA Jemmelie K Zacharakis Scarborough, ME 
Financial Management 
· Colin Michael Atkinson _________ Carmel, IN William Hugh McCall, Jr. _________ Ocala, FL 
Ryan Joseph Beck Pittsburg, PA Dana Elizabeth McMurry Greenville, SC 
John Randall Beeks, Jr. Belton, SC Christopher Kenneth Mobbs Greenville, SC 
Daniel Joseph Bernazzoli Seneca, SC Jason Joseph Neu Rockaway, NJ 
Imran Hameed Bharde Greenville, SC Tawnee V. Parker North Myrtle Beach, SC 
Todd Randolph Borders Greenville, SC +*Miteshkumar Dilipkumar Patel Buford, GA 
Cary McFall Bow,ner Richmond, VA Mitul Vinod Patel Columbia, SC 
Shay Sherrill Bracey Lugoff, SC Joseph Paige Powell Gaffney, SC 
Maria Isabel Candela Charleston, SC *Rohan Vijay Prashad Columbia, SC 
Mckenzie Hartwill Duke Sumter, SC Chad Gregory Riehle Hilton Head Island, SC 
George Daniel Ellzey II Columbia, SC Nathan Koehler Rounsville Greenville, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Gill Greenville, SC *Anna Maria Schaefer Goose Creek, SC 
Dana Nicole Glymph Columbia, SC Eric Thomas Schmohl Farmingville, NY 
Joshua Veatch Goffi Mt Pleasant, SC John Tyler Smith Baton Rouge, LA 
Christopher Scott Hammond Florence, SC Latisha Yolanda Smith Greenville, SC 
Jeffery Benjamin Hix Long Valley, NJ Chadwick Ray Swiler Florence, SC 
David Wellsman Johnson III Columbia, SC Maylyn Paige Thomas North Charleston, SC 
Jonathan Nicholas King Pelzer, SC Sherree Beth Thrasher Anderson, SC 
Aaron David Koeninger Fort Thomas, KY William Ernest Varner Summerville, SC 
*Charles Allen Kordes Chardon, OH Christopher Edward Ward Roswell, GA 
Chandra Nicole Lane McCormick, SC Julius Antoine Washington Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Kane Eric Leedy Woodbridge, VA King Sheely Weston Columbia, SC 
Jonah Aaron Lipin Reston, VA Jason Sidney White Clemson, SC 
Joshua Woods Livingston Sumter, SC *Amy Hill Wolfinger Columbia, MD 
Graham Douglas Mavar Biloxi, MS Ana Gabriela lcaza Wood Quito, Ecuador 
R. Thomas McAndrews Hatboro, PA Fong So Yam Greenville, SC 
Graphic Communications 
Donald Eric Bischof __________ Atlanta, GA 
Leighton Holland Chapman Lexington, SC 
Rebecca Kathleen Fisher _______ Lambertville, NJ 
Jonathan Ryan Gadd Lilburn, GA 
Russell Duane Compton Moore, SC 
Stacy Ann Coonan Corning, NY 
Melissa Dawn Galloway Walhalla, SC 
Heather R. Ghelber Arlington, VA 
Raven Lee Cox Florence, SC 
Brian Douglas Dimond Anderson, SC 
Jon Christen Edens Daytona Beach, FL 
Tisha Michele Gibson , Ridgeway, SC 
*Doris Rochelle Gunter North Augusta, SC 
Thomas James Harley, Jr. Simpsonville, SC 
Graphic Communications (continued) 
Julie Ann Hollosi Orlando, FL Brad Matthew Milstein Plantation, FL 
*Stacie Kay Holyfield Johnson City, TN Joseph Eric Patterson Columbia, SC 
Annie Elizabeth League Greer, SC Bryce Davis Plexico Barnwell, SC 
***Sara Louise Lofton Charleston, SC Dekiesha Shanet Poston Hartsville, SC 
Trina Marie Loretucci Spartanburg, SC Crystal Louise Roper Easley, SC 
Zachary Joel Luszcz Clemson, SC Torri Whitten Smith Belton, SC 
Ryan Eric McAbee Greer, SC T auran Dean Watkins Gaffney, SC 
Joseph Iola Menis Boston, MA 
Industrial Management 
Matthew William Flandermeyer Dallas, TX *Donald Chad Parsons Anderson, SC 
Christopher Chad Hustad Sumter, SC Robert Joseph Villani Germantown, 'MD 
l Management 
Amy Black Bell Pelzer, SC Michael Scott McCall Easley, SC 
Benjamin Michael Braddock Simsbury, CT *Joseph Michael Mulligan Staten Island, NY 
+**Leigh Ann Buchanan Anderson, SC Matthew Scott Myhre Ocean City, NJ 
Samuel Edward Carraway Sumter, SC John James Mylan IV Montclair, NJ 
Matthew Lee Chamberlin Clemson, SC ***Joy Hamrick Patterson Gaffney, SC 
Lesley Dawn Chavis Conway, SC Razvan Dragos Petcu Ploiesti, Romania 
Paul Hampton Elder Aiken, SC William Ashley Porter Enterprise, AL 
*James Ryan Fulkerson Summerville, SC Randall Matthew Reid Piedmont, SC 
Benjamin P. Grier Belton, SC Kelly Laine Richardson Newberry, SC 
Kerri Ann Guest Travelers Rest, SC Richard Allan Ross, Jr. Seneca, SC 
Robert Matthew Hammond Greer, SC Brian Patrick Scalise Murrell's Inlet, SC 
Charles Joseph Hounshell Summerville, SC Kunal Sinha San Jose, CA 
Phillip Bradley Hughes Seneca, SC Evan Lee Snead Haymarket, VA 
Whitney Watts Hunter Taylors, SC Scott Richard Sullivan Greenville, SC 
*Gordon Blackwell Johnson, Jr. Newberry, SC James Walter Sutherland, Jr. Fletcher, NC 
Lisa Ann Kendall Greenville, SC Michael Willson Wall Moncks Comer, SC 
**Kimberly Ann Kisco West Chester, PA Jeffrey James Walton Sumter, SC 
Nicholas Anthony Kmiecik North Augusta, SC Thomas Michael White Miami, FL 
Jennifer Catherine Lawrimore Georgetown, SC William Barton Wiard Clearwater, FL 
Darren Lee Lord Florence, SC Phillip Lee Wilson Dallas, GA 
Justin Lynn Mann Seneca, SC 
Marketing 
Melissa Ann Andrews Salisbury, MD Benjamin James Halliday Pittsburgh, PA 
*Jennifer Wood Baldwin Lancaster, SC Ashlea Marie Hannon Jacksonville, FL 
Stephanie Mary Batchelder North Reading, MA Brett Norman Hare Miami, FL 
Molly Ann Beckenhauer Augusta, GA *Lauren Melissa Hayworth Winston,Salem, NC 
*Jessica Anne Bergman Edmond, OK Patrick McClain Hill Fort Mill, SC 
John Leo Bimbi Madrid, OH Steven Duane Hobson Summerville, SC 
Thomas Brian Boger Columbia, SC Charles Earl Holder Honea Path, SC 
Molly Elizabeth Brazell Camden, SC Elizabeth Katharine Hughes Gaithersburg, MD 
David Alan Broers Clifton Park, NY Jeremy Lee Hyman Conway, SC 
Adam Ronald Brown Columbia, SC Jada Denise Jacobs Columbia, SC 
Adam Stephen Busch Rowesville, SC Cassie Marie Jarrett Maywood, NE 
Brantley Allison Butler Cheraw, SC Giorgios Theodore Kambanis Rockville, MD 
Geralyn Natascha Byrd Enoree, SC Edwin Phillip Keller IV Bonneau, SC 
Jesse Philip Caldwell Six Mile, SC Tuesday Lee Georgetown, SC 
Robert Earl Campbell Moonville, SC Stephanie Nicole Mason Bradenton, FL 
Nancy Antonina Castro Orlando, FL Joshua Ryan Mattison Anderson, SC 
Joshua Gene Catigano Newtown, CT Jacquelyn Brett McDougal I Aiken, SC 
Melanie Ann Cerqueira Asheville, NC Marlo Lynn Mclane Windermere, FL 
Travis Andrew Clay Greenville, SC Lawrence Kirkland McMillan Orangeburg, SC 
Heath Brockman Coggins Laurens, SC John Brandon Mills Walhalla, SC 
Matthew Shuler Collum Leesville, SC Brent James Moore Greenwood, SC 
Michael Brandon Dixon Hartsville, SC Paivi Marketta Nettamo Atlanta, GA 
Anne Greenwood Drury Hilton Head Island, SC Matthew Thomas New Orange Park, FL 
Adrienne Denise Duck Travelers Rest, SC Richard Jefferson Owen Myrtle Beach, SC 
Kevin Lee Duncan Anderson, SC Mary Katherine Parker Cheraw, SC 
Patsy Megan Elrod Aiken, SC David Marion Pawlowski Fort Mill, SC 
Jennifer Mae Fisher Easley, SC Robert Boyd Pearson Charleston, SC 
Jason Randolph Flanders Mt Pleasant, SC Holly Michelle Pruitt Greenville, SC 
Ashley Michelle Fortenberry Greenville, SC Bradley Matthew Redd Greer, SC 
Douglas Marshall Frank Port Jefferson, NY Wesley Howard Reinert Qrlando, FL 
Dana Ryan Galli Conway, SC David J. Rhinehart Columbia, SC 
Lauren Greer Gardner Greenville, SC Wendy Denise Riggins Central, SC 
Meredith Marie Garris Orangeburg, SC Claire Reams Rinehart Lexington~ SC 
April Lynn Gasque Summerville, SC Richard Matthew Schell Covington, GA 
Leigh Ann Gilbert Simpsonville, SC Bartlett Douglas Smith Mt Pleasant, SC 
Nathan Lamar Gillespie Dallas, NC Jason William Smith Fairfax, VA 
Stephanie Ann Glenn Seneca, SC Jillian Cook Sorrenti Sumter, SC 
Jason Brickly Gosnell Spartanburg, SC Jason Tarquin Stevens Hilton Head Island, SC 
Logan Stuart Grant Blythewood, SC *Brandon Frazer Thomas Central, SC 
Marketing (continued) 
Landon Scott Thompson. __________ Greer, SC Philip Francis Wieczorkowski _______ Seymour, CT 
Brian David Vittur Roanoke, VA Andrew Bradley Wilkins Union, SC 
Matthew William Waschkowski Clemson, SC Anna Louise Williams Atlanta, GA 
Jeffrey Shaun Weiss Lyndonville, NY Christina Lee,Ann Williams Lake View, SC 
Kylie Brianne Whitaker Myrtle Beach, SC Stacy Dawn Williams Augusta, GA 
Janay Kathryn Whitesel Seneca, SC 
Political Science 
Eric Wayne Senn ___________ Gaston, SC 
Psychology 
Jack Charles Bemo III-------- Chillicothe, OH Elizabeth Anne Ellison -------- Columbia, SC 
Joseph Deap Burgess Mauldin, SC +**Camilla Hunt Jones Oxford, MS 
Courtney Lee Caldwell Moore, SC Amanda Susan Lewis Anderson, SC 
Jeffrey Wayne Chapman Charlotte, NC Ashley Ann Mcfalls Greenville, SC 
Claudia Alicia Chonka Greenville, SC Nathan Alleyne Petersen Scarborough, ME 
Joseph Deadrick Colbert Greenville, SC Amy Ballew Redd Greer, SC 
***James Rutledge Co.leman III Jacksonville, FL Jennifer Carrie Smith Greer, SC 
Sociology 
Brandy Leah Blakely ___________ Seneca, SC Sharon Denise Strickland _________ Nichols, SC 
Gilbert Gonzalez Diaz Easley, SC Sara lone Turner Simpsonville, SC 
Ashley Marie Richbourg Anderson, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
THOMAS MICHAEL KEINA TH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Computer Science 
Christopher Hamilton Bestall ______ Lake Wylie, SC Matthew Kevin Duffield ________ Laur~lwOOd, OR 
Christopher G. Cansler Aiken, SC Chad Eric Price Duluth, MN 
Geology 
Kimberly Anne Burrow ________ Graniteville, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Computer Science and Spanish 
**Vicky Lynn Settar Timonium, MD 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biosystems Engineering 
James Alistair Cunningham -------- Aiken, SC Andrew Earl Knaak _________ Alpharetta, GA 
*Heidi Lee Eichinger Iowa City, IA **Leslie Brooke Morris Pawley's Island, SC 
**Theresa Ann Jones Charleston, SC Jonathan Ray Smith Orangeburg, SC 
Sarina Sarah Kay St Petersburg, FL 
Ceramic Engineering 
Rebecca Hubbard Elliott ________ Clemson, SC Jeremy Philip Lechner __________ Chapin, SC 
Miguel Lamont Green Lexington, SC John Robert Sharp Kingsport, TN 
*Milton Earle Hamilton, Jr. Chester, SC Christopher Michael Urban Conway, SC 
Mark Christopher Harmon Gaffney, SC Christopher Glenn van Dijk Columbia, SC 
William Marshall Hunter, Jr. Greenville, SC Krashenda Simone Webb Charleston, SC 
Richard Adolph Koesterer III Conway, SC Stephanie Marie Woodruff Taylors, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
Kali Lucrisha Benson _________ Greenville, SC Christopher Michael Lack. _______ Summerville, SC 
Kevin Michael Curler Neenah, WI 
Chemistry 
Natasha Andrea Edwards ------- Georgetown, SC Robin Latonya Patterson _______ Spartanburg, SC 
Jonathan David Griffith Greenville, SC Laura Jeanne Marie Wichmann Charleston, SC 
Civil Engineering 
***Mary,Halis Laurens Alkis _____ Spartanburg, SC Christopher Charles Froehlich _______ Orlando, FL 
Gresham Franklin Barker Camden, SC Michael Christopher Goodner Rock Hill, SC 
*Bryan Kevin Brown Charleston, SC Michael Paul Green Barnwell, SC 
Jamie Hilton Buddin Olanta, SC *Joshua Brady Hamby West Union, SC 
Carrie Flint Cate Charlotte, NC Eric Kurtz Hartman Iron Station, NC 
Paul Joseph Cwynar Anderson, SC Clorathia Lanell Harvin Hemingway, SC 
*Andrew Mark Douglas Yorktown, VA Mary Elizabeth Haselden Lexington, SC 
Ashley Elizabeth.Esther Fort Wayne, IN Matthew Kirk Havice West Union, SC 
Jarred Lyle Fleming Belton, SC Ronny Edward Hinson, Jr. Kershaw, SC 
Jefferson Parks Frady Seneca, SC ***William Plumer Jacobs V Greenwood, SC 
• 
Civil Engineering (continued) 
David Lawrence Johnson, Jr. _________ Latta, SC Mary Katherine Phillips ________ Savannah, GA 
Frederick Steven Johnson, Jr. Yonges Island, SC **Richard Morris Reiff Downers Grove, IL 
+*Adam Britton Kerr Gettysburg, PA Joel Allen Sheets Greenwood, SC 
Robert Leslie Lawson Pauline, SC Michelle Dawn Thomas Myrtle Beach, SC 
Curtis Roland Lawyer Bellingham, WA Jesse Ulmer Thompson, Jr. Manning, SC 
Lindsey Christine McMurray Columbia, SC Loe Buu Tran Columbia, SC 
Ashley Suzanne Miller Irmo, SC Katrina Nichole Washington North Augusta, SC 
Jonathan Wallace Nesbitt Lynchburg, SC Aaron Douglas Wojcieszak Stuart, FL 
Daniel Eric Odom Orangeburg, SC 
Computer Engineering 
David James Boyd _________ Silver Spring, MD +**Kurtis Ivan Pearce ________ Summerville, SC 
Mandel Tremayne Boyd Bishopville, SC Darrell T. Robinson Clemson, SC 
Jon Marcus Bradley Charleston, SC Robert Michael Rodgers Holbrook, NY 
*Jason Michael Brandon Hampton, VA +*William Charles Joseph Rostron West Union, SC 
Elizabeth Shirer Britt Moncks Comer, SC Francis George Shorter III Charleston, SC 
·James Richard Cook Fort Mill, SC Joshua Adam Staples Summerville, SC 
*Joshua Paul Demumbreum Goose Creek, SC *Charles Albert Stephens Laurens, SC 
*Ryan Anthony Dodd Greenville, SC Christopher David Turner Aiken, SC 
Lucian Beau Henry Rutland, VT *Christopher Shawn Walker Woodruff, SC 
Steven John Mason Greenville, SC 
Computer Information Systems 
Curtis Bradly Alexander ________ Abbeville, SC James Richard Lewis, Jr. _______ Calhoun Falls, SC 
Bret Eric Carmichael Seneca, SC Latrice Monique Liferidge Moncks Comer, SC 
Todd Ian Dickerson Duluth, GA Lucinda Marie Morrison Great Falls, SC 
Michael Larry Jones Swansea, SC Mark Adam Richards River Edge, NJ 
Cory S. Lefevre Waldorf, MD Brandi Lynn Threet Beaufort, SC 
c Computer Science 
*James William Baurley ________ Mt Pleasant, SC Daniel J. Gonzalez __________ Philadelphia, PA 
Joseph Heinrich Bernard Spartanburg, SC David Reed Henley Anderson, SC 
+*Steven Kenneth Blundy Columbia, SC **Jason Patrick Hyman Pamplico, SC 
*Laura Marie Boyd Kingstree, SC Dev Kishore Kewalramani Mauldin, SC 
Dawn Michelle Cannan Marlboro, NJ Christopher John Moro Greenville, SC 
Dana Elizabeth Chandler Westminster, SC Christopher Craig Parrish, Jr. Camden, SC 
Keith Douglas Churchill, Jr. Beaufort, SC Joseph Daniel Renfro Lavonia, GA 
Shawn Christopher Dubis Summerville, SC David Richard Sulzen Barnwell, SC 
Timothy Scott Finnie Hilton Head Island, SC **Erika Dawn Terry Greenville, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
Nicholas Leenard Dyson _________ Manning, SC *My Dung Thi Nguyen _________ Greenville, SC 
James Russell Evans, Jr. Lynchburg, SC Pritesh Hasmukh Patel Spartanburg, SC 
Alexander Mason Funk Spartanburg, SC Ernest Aaron Shiver Columbia, SC 
**Benjamin Louis Heilmann Ponte Vedra Beach, FL David Joseph Snider Greenville, SC 
Joshua Donald Henderson Clover, SC +*Jakeisha Demetris Thompson Dillon, SC 
Lawrence Anthony Hinton Rock Hill, SC Paulette Jenee Vernon Georgetown, SC 
+**Aarron Dell Johansen Clemson, SC Lewis W. Webb Spartanburg, SC 
Anderson Donald Lambert Greer, SC Natalie Nicole White Seneca, SC 
Livingston Charles Moxey Nassau, Bahamas *Joseph James Wiley IV Greer, SC 
Lam Due Nguyen Greenville, SC ***Eric George Zaiser Central, SC 
Geology 
+*Lauren Leigh Bissey _________ Greenville, SC Braden Hugh Rambo _________ Spartanburg, SC 
Daniel Corey Dobson Duncan, SC Nicolas Geoffrey Vrey Knysna, South Africa 
Industrial Engineering 
*Sarah Ann Bankers __________ Kennesaw, GA Casey Jonathan Lynn ___________ Inman, SC 
Robert Valenzuela Bobadilla Summerville, SC Kuo,fong Calvin Ma Central, SC 
Jeffrey Paul Cashman Anderson, SC *Catherine Elizabeth Mclendon Pendleton, SC 
Sonya Maria Cauthen Camden, SC *Brenton George Meese St Pete Beach, FL 
*Walid Handous,Sleiman Lala, Lebanon William Richard Taylor, Jr. Piedmont, SC 
William Franklin Hoskins Rock Hill, SC Peter Matthew Ward · Yorktown, VA 
Meridith Danae Kahle Greer, SC ***Casey Xaviera Young Marietta, GA 
Mathematical Sciences 
Bradford John Harris ---------- L'ake Mary, FL Kashema Alexandria Washington _____ Pineville, SC 
Mechanical Engineering 
Thomas Joseph Buehrle __________ .Akron, OH *Andrew Hilton Goodwin ________ Greenville, SC 
Christopher Lee Busscher Florence, SC +**Matthew Louis Grier Sandy Run, SC 
Brandon James Coker Greenville, SC Robert Leigh Gue Roswell, GA 
Mathew Hale Davis Shreveport, LA James Kyle Gunby Greenwood, SC 
*Brian Lee Dillinger Chester, SC William Terron Hallums Clemson, SC 
Scott Edmond Ellis Florence, SC Donna Ann Lomoriello Pompton Plains, NJ 
Gabriel James Felkel Greenville, SC +**Todd Robert Luken Columbus, OH 
James Michael Gibert Starr, SC *Katherine Ann McKinney Sandy, UT 
***William Wyly Gilfoil, Jr. Lake Providence, LA Jonathan Lee Moody Easley, SC 
Mechanical Engineering (continued) 
*Gerald Wayne Moree II. ________ Andrews, SC Jason Lawrence Rose---------- Taylors, SC 
*Marshall James Norris Easley, SC Lorea Michelle Sample Lake City, SC 
Michael Edwin Oberg Florence, SC Jeffrey Thomas Kunkel Schertz White Bear Lake, MN 
John Richardson Page Moline, IL +***Allen David Shirley Taylors, SC 
Seth Daniel Pearch Tarpon Springs; FL Shera P. Singletary Lake City, SC 
JoAnna Phillips Barnwell, SC Brad Eric Stanfill Greenwood, SC 
Due Khai Quan Greenwood, SC Michael Gabriel Stoeppler Spartanburg, SC 
Ian Darnall Reeves Piedmont, SC Eric Wayne Vollnogle Grand Rapids, MI 
*Robert Christopher Rickey Georgetown, SC ***Christopher Andrew Werner Franklin Lakes, NJ 
Physics 
Robert Dan Hammett II ________ Anderson, SC 
Polymer and Textile Chemistry 
Tariq Ashfaq ------------Clemson, SC Syed Ali Mohsen Rizvi ________ Karachi, Pakistan 
Textile Management 
*David DeWitt Eskew _________ Greenville, SC Kimberly Anne Smith __________ Sumter, SC 
Jonathan Philip Nelson Simpsonville, SC 
Textile Science 
***Jeffrey Charles Moreland _______ Simpsonville, SC 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
LAWRENCE ROBERT ALLEN, Interim Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
Lori Lynn Arnold __________ Greenville, SC Amy Lyn Glover ------------ Aiken, SC 
**Elizabeth Yates Brown Laurens, SC Martha Suzanne Harvey Statesville, NC 
Virginia Leigh Carlton Easley, SC **Katherine Renee Howell Anderson, SC 
Marsha Lynn Coker Lake City, SC *Jamie Lee Mahaffey Walhalla, SC 
Kathryn Elizabeth Dyches Columbia, SC **Alexis Karen Olsen Everton, MO 
Susan Catherine Earley Greenville, SC Whitney Lynn Runyan Alpharetta, GA 
Amy Nicole Frost Lancaster, SC · *Timothy Raymond Van Heule Pendleton, SC 
Krystal Britton Garren Six Mile, SC 
Elementary Education 
Karene Nicole Alsbrooks _________ Aiken, SC *Jennifer Amanda Moon __________ Greer, SC 
Kathleen Marie Beatty Gaithersburg, MD Deborah Yvette Oglesby Central, SC 
Janice Elaine Butler Greer, SC **Emily S. Osbourn Mabel, MN 
Chad Michael Caldwell Rock Hill, SC Courtney Elizabeth Overton Albany, NY 
*Elizabeth Ann Chaka Pickens, SC Temple Ann Poole Laurens, SC 
funnie Sandahl Crockett Belle Terre, NY Michael P. Proto Peabody, MA 
Amy Jennifer Findley West Union, SC **Melissa Michelle Pugh Greenville, SC 
Raquela Ruth Ford Westminster, SC *Amy Renee Richards Travelers Rest, SC 
Melissa Rae Hogan Easley, SC Meda Katherine Riggs St Simons Island, GA 
Winston Eric Holton Thomasville, GA *Katie Leigh Wall Rock Hill, SC 
Tammy Lee Lindsey Easley, SC **Brooke Elizabeth Watson Simpsonville, SC 
*Joni Leigh Luther Rock Hill, SC Tricia E. Williams Medford, NJ 
Angie Leigh McElreath Walhalla, SC *Jennifer Leigh Woodward Walhalla, SC 
*Leslie Anne McGill Orangeburg, SC *Rebekah Sue Wright Wooster, OH 
Secondary Education 
Lauren Maree Acker ________ Anderson, SC William Thomas Pack, Jr. _______ Campobello, SC 
Andrew Edward Barrett Gainesville, GA Kristy Sue Richardson Sturgis, MI 
*Lisa Marie Chappell Easley, SC Brandi Cooper Riddle Easley, SC 
Jeffrey Joseph Donlon Old Lyme, CT Marion Casey Stone Abbeville, SC 
Broade Allen Edge Warner Robins, GA Craig Allen Thompson Clemson, SC 
Special Education 
Alicia Faith Price ___________ Gilbert, SC 
• 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Health Science 
*Kristy Renee Ackerman _________ Andrews, SC Joanne Leslie Kizale __________ Greenbelt, MD 
Tiffany LaDonna Auten Hartsville, SC Scot Nimrod McCray Pennsauken, NJ 
Otisha Lashayla Boyd Rowesville, SC Sadie Elizabeth Melton Rock Hill, SC 
Chanda Nicole Bradley Seneca, SC Keisha Marie Ormand Lancaster, SC 
Julie Marie Chung Taylors, SC Jackie Jermaine Robinson Orangeburg, SC 
Harmony Dawn Edelman North Myrtle Beach, SC Alice Mordecai Schwab Columbia, SC 
Kari Elene Funk Summerville, SC Lara Jean Simpson Biloxi, MS 
Melanie Katrell Jett Darlington, SC Matthew McKay Spencer San Antonio, TX 
Mark Philip Johnson Summerville, SC Jason Wendell Wimberly Reevesville, SC 
Jamie Anne Judge Greenville, SC Sachiyo Yoshida Greenwood, SC 
Mathematics Teaching 
David Harrison Garber __________ Ayer, MA 
Nursing 
*Christina Machen Alewine _______ Anderson, SC Esther Melissa Huiet __________ Edgefield, SC 
*Jody Clemons Arnold Anderson, SC *Bouvia McDaniel Jones Greenville, SC 
Charidee Brooke Barnette Anderson, SC ***Victoria Hazzard Kirsch Anderson, SC 
Laura Beth Bednar Greenville, SC Cecilia Elizabeth Porcher Sumter, SC 
***Patricia Ann Brewster Greenville, SC **Karen Marie Robertson Mauldin, SC 
Josephine Elizabeth Brinkley Clarkesville, GA **Wanda Charlene Sexton Greenville, SC 
***Peggy Ann Dermer Anderson, SC Hope Elizabeth Sullivan Honea Path, SC 
Renee Angela Domis Columbia, SC *Charla Diane Thurston Piedmont, SC 
Liana Nichol Fisher East Lansing, Ml Tadzia Giselle Toote Nassau, Bahamas 
Jeremy Scott Garland Walhalla, SC *Tammy Darlene Yates Easley, SC 
Carolyn Rebecca Hooker St George, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Traci Simmons Bash ----------- Florence, SC Mary Elizabeth Jackson ________ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Laura Courtney Bender Clemson, SC *Mary Elizabeth Jackson Lexington, SC 
*Katherine Leigh Biggers Central, SC Daniel Travis Johnston Rock Hill, SC 
Benjamin T. Bordas Wheeling, WV Melissa I. Kudelka Temperance, MI 
Kimberley Marie Brown Summerville, SC Robert L. Mahoney Sumter, SC 
Robin Denise Burton Edgefield, SC . *Rebecca Joy Malphrus Fort Mill, SC 
John Wortham Christian IV Richmond, VA Elizabeth Lynn McDowell Campobello, SC 
Laura Lee Cody Union, SC William Brady McRaven San Diego, CA 
Holly Ann Coggins Boiling Springs, SC Sarah Isabel Moon Sandwich, MA 
John C. Coley Ill Spartanburg, SC *Rebecca Elizabeth Nelson Cincinnati, OH 
Amy Elizabeth Croxton Spartanburg, SC Jeni Lynn Notareschi Little River, SC 
Dorothy Elizabeth Cunningham Greenville, SC Boone Solomon Peeler Gaffney, SC 
Nicole Katherine DeSisto Easley, SC Bradley Scott Reinking Rock Hill, SC 
Emilie Christine Dooley Clemson, SC Ineka Ann Roberts Aiken, SC 
Brandon Blake Edge Warner Robins, GA Jennifer Lynn Rowe York, PA 
Sabrina Dawn Ekre North Augusta, SC **Darian Trent Sexton Gainesville, GA 
Rachel Susannah Ferner Clemson, SC Melissa Gwen Shields Whitmire, SC 
Kerri Alexandra Frates St Louis, MO Ryan David Smith Mauldin, SC 
Matthew Thomas Freeman Clemson, SC Eric Lamar Tate Kings Mountain, NC 
Nancy Michelle Gluck Charlotte, NC John Millard Wells III Darlington, SC 
Brian Taylor Holly Greenville, SC *Leslie Paula White Seneca, SC 
Science Teaching 
Michelle Elizabeth Gillespie _____ Myrtle Beach, SC Dana Christen Rutherford _______ Summerville, SC 
Sammy Joe Graham Loris, SC **Matthew Thomas Schult Wilson, NY 
Technology and Human Resource Development 
*Eric Hayes Breazel -----------Pickens, SC Christopher Reed Mobley _________ Lancaster, SC 
Andrew Christopher Miller Mountainside, NJ 
*Cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69 
**Magna cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3. 70 to 3.89 
***Summa cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00 
+Departmental Honors: The graduates so designated have completed an enriched program of study designed by their departments with the approval of the Calhoun 
College Honors Program. To earn Departmental Honors students must complete an honors thesis and/or other upper division honors courses, while maintaining 
an overall grade-point ratio of 3.40 or higher. Departmental Honors graduates appear in the line of march wearing. the Calhoun College Honors Medallion on an 
orange and purple ribbon. This medallion is made possible by an endowment established by Mrs. Katherine Inabinet Vickery of Columbia, South Carolina, to 
honor the memory of her husband and Clemson graduate, the late B. C. Inabinet. 
Students wearing the white stoles over their gowns are members of honorary societies that require a minimum 3.00 grade point ratio for membership. The stoles 
have the University seal embroidered on one side, and on the other side are the emblem(s) of honorary societies in which the student is a member. 
Awards 
THE CLASS OF '39 AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE 
In 1989 on the occasion of the sorh Anniversary of its graduation from Clemson 
Universtty (then the Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina), the Class of 1939 
established the Award for Excellence. It is presented annually to a faculty member whose 
con.tributions over the immediately preceding five--year period are judged by the faculty 
member's peers to represent the highest achievement of service to the University and the 
Student Body. 
RECIPIENT OF THE CLASS OF '39 AW ARD FOR EXCELLENCE FOR 2001 
JERRY WALDVOGEL 
Associate Professor of Biology 
FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
Established at Clemson University in 1959, this award is made annually by the faculty of 
Clemson University to the member of the graduating class who has the highest scholastic 
achievement. All graduates who have completed the requirements for the bachelor's 
degree since the last commencement exercise and who have completed at Clemson at least 
7 5 percent of the work required for graduation shall be eligible for consideration. 
RECIPIENT OF THE FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AW ARD FOR 2001 
WILLIAM PLUMER JACOBS V 
Greenwood, SC 
• 
The University Regalia 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of Clemson 
University and must be present at any convocation where the University, 
through its delegated members, is acting officially. At any official convocation 
such as commencement, the University Marshal, carrying the mace, precedes 
the President into the assembly. The mace rests before the President's chair or 
speaker's stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at 
the close of a convocation is symbolic of the official withdrawal of the 
University and, thus, the close of the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the ceremonial 
maces carried by heads of state and church in the Middle Ages. Its basic 
clublike shape, however, is much more ancient, probably going back to man's 
prehistory. It is made of walnut wood and silver, with the seal of the University 
in gold and the University colors represented by insets of carnelian (orange) 
and amethyst (purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of South Carolina. 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in the 
office of president by the governing body of the University. Only tl1e 
University President may wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole 
body of the institution. Clemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, 
and carnelian and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval "staffs of 
office" which were carried by the senior members of departments of state or 
church. They display the seal of the University and the symbolic color of the 
discipline to which the college belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut 
wood and silver with the various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. 
Mr. Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of the most 
acclaimed goldsmiths of our era. · The enamel plaques for the batons were 
executed by the late Professor Marshall C. Bell, and the lapidary work was 
executed by the late Mr. C. C. Wilson of Clemson University. 
Historical Statement 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson (1807-1888), who 
left the bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the 
institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educa~ed at the 
Royal School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of a 
mining engineer; however, circumstances diverted his interests into politics 
and the life of a southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate 
of scientific agriculture. He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affaires to 
Belgium, 1844-1852) and served as the first Superintendent of Agricultural 
Affairs in Washington ( 1860). As a scientist he published numerous articles in 
the fields of mining, chemistry and agriculture. His varied activities included 
his assistance in the founding of the Maryland Agricultural College, his support 
of the Morrill Act, his leadership in South Carolina after the Civil War, and 
his part in founding Clemson Uni~ersity. 
Thomas Clemson was the son--in--law of South Carolina's John C. Calhoun, a 
political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth 
.century. Mr. Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as 
a national shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an 
enrollment of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced only two four--year 
curricula, supplemented by two two--year preparatory courses. Today the 
University has six major academic units. These are the College of Agriculture, 
Forestry, and Life Sciences, the College of Architecture, Arts, and Humanities, 
the College of Business and Behavioral Science, the College of Engineering 
and Science, the College of Health, Education, and Human Development, and 
the Graduate School. 
The institution is an accredited member of the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools; various curricula are accredit~d by the Accreditation 
Board for Engineering and Technology, American Assembly of Collegiate 
Schools of Business, American Council for Construction Education, American 
Society of Landscape Architects, Computing Science Accreditation Board, 
Human Factors and Ergonomics Society, International Association for 
Management Education, National Architectural Accrediting Board, National 
Association of Industrial Technology, National Association of State Directors 
of Teacher Education and Certification, National Council for Accreditation of 
Teacher Education, National League for Nursing, Planning Accrediting Board, 
and Society of American Foresters. 
Clemson is a land--grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its 
primary academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus and 
at five agricultural experiment stations located in the State. The University is 
also heavily committed to a varied program of public service, including the 
work of agricultural extension which has professional personnel located in each 
of the State's counties. 
• 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
A. C. Corcoran, '19 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of great conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in dur lives. 
Note: Candidates appearing in this program are not certified graduates. Likewise, 
academic honors designations are based upon performance prior to final grades. Both 
certification of graduation and honors designations must come from the Registrar of 
the University. 
********** 
First Aid A First Aid Station is located at Portal 0. 
Evacuation System Littlejohn Coliseum is equipped with a fire alarm evacuation 
system. In the event of activation, as noted by sustained horns and strobe lights, 
please proceed to the closest available exit. Remain outside the building until fire 
officials deem the building safe to re .. enter. 
No Smoking Smoking is prohibited in the seating area of Littlejohn Coliseum. 
Cigarette receptacles are provided around the outer concourse. 
